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Software architects make architectural decisions such as choosing architecture patterns or

frameworks. Capturing architectural decisions reduces evolution costs for software systems.
Existing approaches overlook the challenge of capturing tacit knowledge about architectural

decisions. Previously, we proposed the REGAIN approach to capture tacit knowledge about

architectural decisions. REGAIN is based on the Repertory Grid technique, a powerful

knowledge acquisition approach from knowledge engineering. However, REGAIN lacked in-
dustrial validation. Therefore, in this paper, we initially present a study to ensure that REGAIN

meets the needs of industrial architects. We interviewed 16 architects who indicated REGAIN

advantages such as systematic decision-making support. Also, architects indicated improve-

ment opportunities, in particular tool support and the possibility to prioritize concerns that are
used to evaluate decision alternatives. Therefore, we conducted an additional study to evaluate

two approaches for prioritizing concerns: pairwise-comparisons and the hundred-dollar ap-

proach. We conducted an experiment with 30 graduate students to compare the two prioriti-
zation approaches. Based on the results of the experiment, we added the hundred-dollar

approach to REGAIN. Moreover, based on the study with architects and the experiment with

students, we implemented open source tool support for REGAIN, which architects can use to

capture architectural decisions.
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prioritization; tool support.
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1. Introduction

Software architects make decisions that in°uence the fundamental structure and

behavior of software systems. For example, architects select programming languages,

database systems or decompose systems into modules. For these decisions, architects

need to balance stakeholders' concerns, such as quality attributes, business goals

and functional requirements. Architects negotiate alternatives with stakeholders,

considering tradeo®s among alternatives, based on how well alternatives satisfy

concerns. Such tradeo®s are part of the rationale of architectural decisions.

Architectural decisions are the most important type of architectural knowledge.

Information about architectural decisions and their rationale is often lost over time,

leading to architectural knowledge vaporization [1, 2]. Knowledge vaporization

increases evolution costs of a software system, because modifying previously made

decisions becomes increasingly costly to assess and to implement. For example,

implementing new features in a software system requires understanding the previ-

ously made architectural decisions. However, if the documentation is missing, in-

complete, or outdated, then architects and developers need to spend substantial

e®ort to understand previous architectural decisions, to avoid introducing con°icts

with them.

In order to reduce knowledge vaporization, researchers proposed various

approaches to capture architectural knowledge. Since architectural decisions are the

most important part of architectural knowledge, most e®orts focused on capturing

architectural decisions. For example, Kruchten et al. describe a decision view em-

bedded in the 4þ1 view model [3]. Tyree and Akerman propose a template for

describing decisions [4]. Van Heesch et al. propose four viewpoints for documenting

architecture decisions [5]. Capilla et al. describe a software tool for capturing ar-

chitectural decisions [6].

Existing approaches overlook some of the inherent challenges of capturing

knowledge, which are widely recognized in other disciplines [7]. In particular, artic-

ulating tacit knowledge is very di±cult [7], and existing approaches in software

architecture overlook capturing tacit architectural knowledge [8]. Overlooking this

challenge limits the practical usefulness of approaches for capturing architectural

knowledge. To address the challenge of capturing tacit architectural knowledge, we

argue for using ideas from the knowledge engineering discipline, because this disci-

pline focuses on knowledge-related approaches, so it may o®er ideas with high

potential for tackling the problem of capturing tacit architectural knowledge.

One such idea is to use proven knowledge acquisition approaches for capturing

tacit architectural knowledge. The Repertory Grid technique is such an approach: it

is a powerful interviewing technique for tacit knowledge acquisition [9, 10]. In our

previous work, we proposed an initial version of REGAIN (REpertory Grid for

capturing ArchItectural decisioNs, which is presented in detail in Sec. 2), an

approach which utilizes the Repertory Grid technique for capturing architectural

decisions [11, 12].
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However, REGAIN lacked industrial validation. Therefore, this follow-up

paper investigates and improves REGAIN in industrial practice, to ensure that

REGAIN meets the needs of industrial architects for capturing tacit architectural

knowledge. In detail, this paper makes two main contributions: (1) it reports

feedback from practitioners on using REGAIN for capturing real-world archi-

tectural decisions, (2) it presents an improvement of REGAIN by adding a pri-

oritization approach that has been selected based on empirical data from an

experiment. An additional contribution of this paper is open-source tool support

for REGAIN. These contributions help address the challenge of capturing tacit

architectural knowledge in industrial practice, and encourage using ideas from the

knowledge engineering discipline to tackle the problem of architectural knowledge

vaporization.

Figure 1 shows the three research phases that we followed, and the corresponding

sections of this paper where the phases are presented. Phase 1 (in Sec. 2) presents the

initial REGAIN approach as published in our previous work, background informa-

tion on the Repertory Grid technique, and a summary of two previous preliminary

evaluations of the initial REGAIN approach.

Phase 2 (in Sec. 3) covers REGAIN's industrial applicability from conducting an

interview study with practitioners, in which they used the initial REGAIN approach,

and o®ered feedback about it. In Phase 3 (Sec. 4), we improve the REGAIN ap-

proach by addressing two issues raised in Phase 2: the need for prioritizing concerns

and tool support for REGAIN. We discuss validity threats in Sec. 5 and related work

in Sec. 6. Conclusion and future work are presented in Sec. 7.

Phase 1 
(Section 2)

Phase 3 
(Sections 4)

Phase 2 
(Section 3)

Industrial applicability

Need for prioritization

First REGAIN evaluation

Second REGAIN evaluation

Investigate prioritization approaches

REGAIN toolImproved REGAIN approach

Process Step

Outcome

Legend:

Initial REGAIN approach

Fig. 1. Paper structure: Phase 1 was reported in [11, 12], Phases 2 and 3 are reported in this paper.
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2. Phase 1 ��� Initial REGAIN Approach

In this section, we present REGAIN and our previous evaluations of REGAIN.

2.1. Theoretical foundations for REGAIN

REGAIN is based on two major theoretical foundations: the core model of archi-

tectural knowledge in [13], and the Repertory Grid Technique.

The core model of architectural knowledge in [13] speci¯es a minimalistic set of

concepts for the architectural knowledge domain. The model aims at improving

architectural knowledge management practices in the industry, such as capturing

architectural knowledge [13]. Similar to other work [14, 15], the core model indicates

that architectural decisions are a critical component of architectural knowledge.

Figure 2 shows the most relevant concepts for REGAIN from the core model in [13].

Compared to the original core model, we renamed the rank action to the evaluate

action, and the ranking element with the rating element. When making an architec-

tural decision, there is a topic, n alternatives, m concerns, and n�m ratings of

alternatives against concerns. For example, a decision on the topic of choosing a da-

tabase can include three databases (such as MySQL, MS SQL, and PostgreSQL), ¯ve

concerns (such as scalability, availability of documentation, performance, familiarity,

and costs), and ¯fteen ratings for each database against each concern (e.g. using a ¯ve-

point scale). The actual decision is the alternative that satis¯es best the concerns. The

rationale for the decision is captured in the evaluations of alternatives against concerns

[13] (i.e. the ratings indicate which alternative satis¯es best the concerns).

The concepts in the core model in [13] have equivalent concepts in other estab-

lished models for architectural knowledge: the IEEE 1471-2000 standard [16],

Tyree's template [4], and Kruchten's ontology [17]. The equivalency among concepts

is detailed in [13], and we o®er below the following three examples.

(1) The concept of concern in the core model [13] is equivalent to the concepts of

requirement and risk in Kruchten's ontology [17], and to the concepts of as-

sumption and constraint in Tyree's template [4].

(2) Since architecting is an iterative activity, a decision loop appears: starting from

an initial decision topic, the architect makes an architectural decision, which, in

relationshipLegend: subclasselement

propose

choose

evaluateAlternative

Rating

Decision Concern

Topic

action

based on

for

1

1

n
m

1

n

nxm
based on

participation

Fig. 2. REGAIN uses these concepts from the core model in [13].
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turn, may uncover new concerns and decision topics, for which subsequent re-

lated decisions need to be made. The decision loop is equivalent to the rela-

tionships among decisions in Kruchten's ontology [17]. For example, the `must

use J2EE ' decision introduces a constraint relationship with the `use the

GlassFish application server' decision in Kruchten's ontology [17], while in the

core model [13] the `must use J2EE ' decision introduces the `which application

server to use?' decision topic, for which GlassFish is one of the considered

alternatives. Overall, the decision loop enables traceability among decisions.

(3) The decision rationale concept in the IEEE 1471-2000 standard [16] is equivalent

to the evaluations of alternatives against concerns in the core model in [13]. The

evaluations explain why the architect selected a certain alternative.

In addition to the core model in [13], the other major theoretical foundation of

REGAIN is the Repertory Grid technique. This technique is a structured inter-

viewing technique that helps `describe how people think about the phenomena in their

world' [18], while reducing the in°uence of the interviewer's own viewpoint [19]. The

Repertory Grid technique helps experts make their tacit knowledge explicit [7], by

o®ering a process centered around asking experts to compare repeatedly relevant

items (e.g. decision alternatives) and indicate the concerns that di®erentiate the

items. Since the technique is structured, it is suitable for automation by providing

tool support to facilitate using the technique, and to reduce the need for an inter-

viewer [19]. The process has proved easier for experts and more accurate compared to

indicating directly (i.e. without any help) items and concerns [10].

2.2. The REGAIN approach

The REGAIN approach consists of the following ¯ve steps.

In step 1 of REGAIN, the architect identi¯es the architectural decision topic (e.g.

choice of a framework for developing a new web application).

In step 2, the architect generates a list of alternatives, relevant for the decision

topic (e.g. a list of web frameworks). Alternatives may be reused from previous

similar decision. Optionally, a hypothetical ideal alternative may be included (e.g.

ideal web framework). The ideal alternative would represent the most preferred

ratings for each concern in an `ideal' world, without any tradeo®s. Comparing

alternatives against the ideal alternative provides a basic utility function: alter-

natives with ratings more similar to the ideal alternative o®er more utility than

alternatives with less similar ratings.

In step 3, the architect provides concerns that are used to evaluate alternatives

identi¯ed in step 2. The architect can reuse concerns from previous decisions (e.g.

through keywords-based suggestions o®ered by tool support). Otherwise, the archi-

tect provides concerns using the triadic elicitation. Triadic elicitation means that the

architect selects three random alternatives and then asks how two alternatives are

similar, but di®erent from the third. For example, for the decision topic on a Python

web framework, an architect might consider Web2py and Zope similar in terms of
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popularity (i.e. both are used by fewer popular existing websites) and Django di®erent

with regard to popularity (i.e. there are more popular existing websites implemented

with Django). Thus, the architect captures popularity as a concern in terms of a

contrast (fewer and more popular existing websites). Repeated comparisons among

other triads of alternatives produce more contrasts to express the concerns.

Triadic elicitations of concerns is the core step for making tacit knowledge explicit

in a systematic manner. Jankowicz [20] indicates three reasons for this. First, triadic

elicitations encourage expressing concerns as concrete contrasts (or poles) between

the alternatives, instead of only labels for concerns (e.g. popularity). Second, triadic

elicitations encourage describing contrasts in a precise and operational manner. For

example, an architect can interpret popularity in terms of how many search results

are returned for the names of the frameworks, so the architect should express his

de¯nition of popularity as a contrast and indicate as precisely as possible the values

for the left and right poles of the contrast. Third, triadic elicitations encourage

making explicit subjective concerns, such as architects' intuitions or gut feelings

about the alternatives.

In step 4, the architect judges each alternative against every concern and cap-

tures the judgment in a rating. A typical rating scale uses integers from one to ¯ve, to

help the architect indicate how an alternative satis¯es a concern (e.g. assigning one

for an alternative being less popular, or assigning ¯ve for being very popular).

In step 5, the architect analyzes the resulting grid, using content and structure

analysis [19]. Content analysis refers to evaluating the decision topic (e.g. is this topic

relevant), alternatives (e.g. should other alternatives be added to the grid), concerns

(e.g. can some concerns be added or removed), and ratings (e.g. are there missing

ratings, or do ratings need to be changed). The content analysis helps the architect

understand if all components (e.g. alternatives, concerns) of the decision were in-

cluded in the grid. Structure analysis of a grid uses cluster [21] and principal com-

ponents [19] analyses. Both involve statistical operations for analyzing relationships

between decision alternatives and concerns. This helps the architect make the

decision. The result of cluster analysis is part of the output of REGAIN.

2.3. REGAIN output

The output of REGAIN consists of two main artifacts. First, the grid (or matrix)

contains alternatives, concerns, and ratings. Second, two dendrograms (i.e. trees

with relationship similarities between items) are produced from the cluster analysis

of alternatives and concerns. The cluster analysis uses a nearest neighbor hierarchical

clustering algorithm, with the city-block distance [21].

Figure 3 presents the grid and dendrograms (i.e. clusters) for an architectural

decision collected in our previous work [11]. The decision topic was technology for

data visualization. The REGAIN session produced seven alternatives (lower part of

Fig. 3) and ten concerns (upper part of Fig. 3). As part of the analysis, alternatives

and concerns are reordered and grouped based on their similarity. The level of
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similarity is calculated using the distances between ratings. Alternatives and con-

cerns are grouped in clusters, based on their similarity levels. A similarity level of

100% between two alternatives means that the two alternatives have the same

ratings for all concerns. Based on the city-block distance, in Fig. 3, SVG (i.e. Scalable

Vector Graphics) is the most similar alternative to the ideal technology (around 75%,

which is the highest similarity level between any pair of alternatives). For the ar-

chitectural decision in this grid, the practitioner chose the SVG alternative, which is

the closest alternative to the ideal technology.

2.4. REGAIN evaluations

We reported two previous studies with evaluations of the initial REGAIN approach

in [11, 12], as shown in Fig. 1. The ¯rst study [11] aimed at exploring the feasibility of

the initial REGAIN approach. To this end, we conducted an exploratory study with

seven graduate and undergraduate students, who used REGAIN to capture archi-

tectural decisions from their previous academic and industrial projects. After stu-

dents had captured decisions, we interviewed them to obtain feedback on advantages

and disadvantages of REGAIN. We found out that the approach helps students

make architectural decisions in a systematic manner, and that it encourages students

to re°ect on their decisions. Also, the approach produces a concise documentation of

architectural decisions, which reduces architectural knowledge vaporization.

In the second study [12] we investigated if the REGAIN approach reduces ar-

chitectural knowledge vaporization. In the study, we asked twenty graduate students

to capture architectural decisions with the initial REGAIN approach (similar as in

the ¯rst study). Next, we compared the output of capturing decisions with REGAIN

with the architectural documentation on the same decisions that students created as

part of a software architecture course project. For the course project, students re-

ceived a template for documenting the architecture of a software system. The tem-

plate included sections for documenting architectural decisions, to indicate decision

topic and rationale. Although students spent much time on the course project

architectural documentation, we found out that REGAIN was more e±cient (i.e. it

Similarity level
Alternatives:

Concerns: Ratings:

Ratings legend:
1 – strongly agree with left pole
2 – agree with left pole
3 – neutral 
4 – agree with right pole
5 – strongly agree with right pole Clusters

Fig. 3. Grid of an architectural decision and the clusters (or dendrograms) for alternatives and concerns.
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took less time), and more e®ective (i.e. it captured more architectural knowledge, in

terms of alternatives, concerns, and evaluations of alternatives against concerns),

compared to the documentation with a template for documenting architectural

decisions. The explanation is that REGAIN is based on the minimalist core model of

architectural knowledge in [13], and REGAIN o®ers a structured approach with clear

steps, which encourages architects to capture the most relevant architectural

knowledge (e.g. alternatives, concerns). Overall, the study results con¯rmed that

REGAIN reduces architectural knowledge vaporization in an e±cient manner.

The results from the two evaluations with students [11, 12] laid the groundwork to

proceed to the next research phase: investigating the industrial applicability of

REGAIN.

3. Phase 2 ��� Investigate Industrial Applicability of REGAIN

3.1. Research method, data collection and analysis

The research goal of Phase 2 was to obtain feedback on REGAIN from industry, for

the purpose of understanding advantages, disadvantages, and potential improve-

ments to REGAIN, from the viewpoint of practitioners (i.e. architects in the in-

dustry), in the context of architects' e®orts for capturing architectural decisions. To

achieve the stated research goal, we formulated the following research questions.

RQ1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of REGAIN?

RQ2. What are the improvement opportunities for REGAIN?

To answer these research questions, we conducted an interview study with

architects from the industry. We selected architects with a wide range of experience

levels, which is representative for the situation in the industry, where architects have

various experience levels. We contacted architects in our network and architects

from open source projects (e.g. SOFA Statistics project at www.sofastatistics.com).

Upon a positive response, we conducted individual interview sessions with them, to

capture their architectural decisions with REGAIN.

Each session took typically two hours, and followed three steps:

(1) We presented the REGAIN approach, including examples of grids, and we an-

swered questions from the practitioners.

(2) We asked each practitioner to use the REGAIN approach to capture one to three

architectural decisions that practitioners made in their recent work. We did not

ask architects to make new decisions. As tool support for REGAIN, we used a

web tool called WebGrid [22].

(3) Participants ¯lled out a post-questionnaire, and o®ered additional feedback in

semi-structured interviews.

Regarding ethical concerns, we asked practitioners to omit con¯dential infor-

mation from the sessions. We indicated that results were to be used only for research
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purposes and that participants could withdraw at any time from the sessions or

refuse to answer questions. We made audio recordings of the sessions, with the

permission of each practitioner. Most sessions were conducted face to face, except for

two sessions that took place via Skype.

Overall, we interviewed 16 practitioners from 14 di®erent organizations. Table 5

in the Appendix section shows details on the practitioners and the sessions. Overall,

practitioners had an average of 9 years of experience in the software engineering

industry. In total, practitioners used the REGAIN approach to capture 24 archi-

tectural decisions that the practitioners made in their industry projects from various

application domains. As part of the sessions, we showed practitioners the REGAIN

output for their decisions. This way practitioners could get a clear idea on what to

expect from using the REGAIN approach on their real-world decisions, and practi-

tioners were able to o®er feedback on the REGAIN approach.

To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we analyzed the answers from the post-questionnaire

and the transcripts of the audio recordings from the interviews. We used descriptive

statistics on the answers in the post-questionnaire. Two of the authors of this paper

performed content analysis on the transcripts and assigned one of the following three

codes to pieces of content: advantage (RQ1), disadvantage (RQ1), or improvement

opportunity (RQ2) for the REGAIN approach.

3.2. RQ1 ��� REGAIN advantages and disadvantages

3.2.1. Post-questionnaire analysis

Table 1 shows the statements in the post-questionnaire. Statements ID1 to ID 5

relate to advantages of REGAIN, in terms of helping communicate the rationale of

decisions (ID1 and ID5), o®ering structured explanation and documentation of the

Table 1. The values indicate the average and standard deviation of the indicated ratings for each

statement.

ID Statement

Answers

from
architects

Answers

from
students Di®erence p-value

ID1 The output of the session helps explain to a

colleague why I took a certain decision.

4.29 4.14 0.15 96.7%

0.59 1.07 �0.48

ID2 The session provides a structured way of

explaining architectural decisions.

3.86 4.14 �0.28 33.6%

0.74 0.38 0.36

ID3 The session provides a structured way of

documenting architectural decisions.

4.07 3.57 0.50 8.4%

0.59 0.53 0.06

ID4 The session provides a structured way of making
architectural decisions.

3.64 4.00 �0.36 38.6%
0.61 1.29 �0.68

ID5 When trying to understand why another archi-

tect took a certain decision, I could use such
an output.

4.00 4.29 �0.29 44.6%

0.76 0.49 0.27

ID6 I found the session too tiring for the output. 2.21 2.43 �0.22 64.2%

1.08 1.13 �0.05
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rationale (ID2, ID3), and supporting structured architectural decision-making (ID4).

Statement ID6 allowed architects to indicate the e®ort required for using REGAIN.

Architects indicated their level of agreement with each statements using 1 (strongly

disagree), 2 (disagree), 3 (neutral), 4 (agree), or 5 (strongly agree). We notice that

architects agreed with the statements about communicating rationale (ID1 and

ID5), structured explanation (ID2), documentation (ID3), and making (ID4) of ar-

chitectural decisions. Finally, practitioners perceived a reasonable amount of spent

e®ort (ID6).

In Table 1, we compare the answers of the industry architects with the answers

from the students in a previous study [11], in which students ¯lled out the same post-

questionnaire, after using the REGAIN approach.

We notice that there are only small di®erences on averages and standard

deviations between the answers from students and the answers from industry

architects (i.e. ¯fth column in Table 1). We investigate further the di®erences, by

checking if there are any statistical signi¯cant di®erences between students and

industry architects. The two samples (i.e. students and practitioners) are inde-

pendent from each other, as they consist of di®erent persons. We cannot assume

that the samples are drawn from a normal distribution, so we use a non-parametric

test: the Mann-Whitney U test. The null hypotheses are that there are no di®er-

ences between the two samples on the statements ID1 to ID6. We use SPSS to apply

the Mann-Whitney U test, and we obtain the p-values in Table 1. Since all values are

higher than 5%, we cannot reject any of the null hypotheses. Therefore, we consider

safe to accept that there are no statistically signi¯cant di®erences between the

answers from students and the answers from practitioners on the six statements in

Table 1.

Overall, the results of the post-questionnaire indicate two points. First, the

REGAIN approach provides value to practitioners, in terms of costs (i.e. not too

tiring) and bene¯ts (i.e. systematic approach). Second, the REGAIN approach

provides value to both inexperienced architects (i.e. students) and industry

architects.

3.2.2. Transcripts content analysis

Following the content analysis of the interviews transcriptions, we identi¯ed the

following codes for advantages.

(1) Decision-making support — This code refers to helping architects in their

decision-making. This code was indicated by 6 out of 16 participants. One

participant remarked: \now I have a more clear view about the choices that have

been made and the analysis provided a more clear direction on where to move in

the future." Another participant said: \Without such a tool, I don't know how to

distinguish between the di®erent possibilities, in a more evident way. This tool

provides evident results of what is really the ideal for this situation."
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(2) Decision rationale— This code refers to o®ering rationale for the architectural

decisions, and it was indicated by ¯ve participants. One participant said: \Also

to explain your decision to others, I think it would give a good impression, and

easy to understand. If someone sees it, maybe he doesn't know the project."

(3) Reasoning support — This code refers to the architects obtaining a clearer

perspective on their decision, and it was indicated by four participants. One of

the participants said: \from my personal view, now I have a clearer view about

choices I made." Another participant said: \The nice thing about this tool is it's

very simple. If people need a lot of time for criteria, that's because they don't have

the criteria clear in their own mind, that's not a drawback of the tool, it's o®ering

you a mirror about your own conceptions and criteria in your design. It could be

a painful experience for somebody who is being interviewed. But that's not a

drawback of the tool, it's exposing what you have in your mind."

(4) Systematic — This code refers to how well structured the approach is, and it

was indicated by two participants. One of the participants said: \I like the

structured way of thinking about the decision, the questions you asked: are there

any additional issues? Are these similar? Are there communalities? I like the

approach very much, I think it's very helpful, it also gives the person you ask a

clear focus. It really helps me think about how the decision was taken, what we

did, what were the most important constraints, it's something like a feedback so i

can re°ect myself."

Following the content analysis, we identi¯ed the following codes for dis-

advantages.

(1) Insu±cient tool support — This code was indicated by ¯ve participants, who

complained on various issues of the tool that we used during the sessions. For

example, one participant said: \I think the tool should have more work°ow

support, you know the next step, but someone using it for the ¯rst time might not.

The tool should be more user-friendly." Another participant remarked: \Having

some open source decision making tool would be very helpful."

(2) Subjectivity — This code refers to the fact that REGAIN encourages cap-

turing subjective concerns about the alternatives. While useful for making

knowledge explicit, subjective concerns might have limited reusability, since

they express personal perspectives that might not be applicable in di®erent

situations. This code was indicated by three participants. One of the participants

said: \my criteria might be subjective, to my bias, my experience might not be

complete." Another participant commented: \the subjectiveness of the con-

structs is the big problem for reusability."

(3) E®ort — This code refers to the e®ort involved for using REGAIN, and this

code was indicated by three participants. For example, one participant said:

\people need some training of how this is working. I suggest an e-learning thing to

use it."
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An additional result to the answer for RQ1 emerged from the content analysis: the

application context of REGAIN. We obtained the following.

(1) Project size — One participant found the approach useful for large projects,

rather than for small or medium-sized. Another participant considered the

approach useful especially for expensive decisions.

(2) Domain — One participant considered the approach useful for enterprise ar-

chitectural decisions, in addition to software architectural decisions.

(3) Time — Regarding when to use the approach, one participant suggested using

the approach for ongoing projects, so that decision makers can bene¯t from using

the approach. Four participants suggested using the approach multiple times

during the decision lifetime. One of the participant stated: \It's very nice to do

this repetitively, not only for the ¯nal choice. For example, after one or two

months to apply again these criteria to see where you are moving, alter your

changes or criteria, and do it again in two weeks or more, to have an indication

on where you are moving compared to your initial goals." Two participants

suggested using the approach for the early architectural decisions. For example,

one participated said: \It can help a lot in decision making processes. This is very

important at the very initial stages of making choices. This is a very good thing to

do at the starting point of a project."

There are similarities between the feedback from practitioners and the feedback

from students in our previous study [11]. Both practitioners and students indicated

the same advantages: systematic, insight, re°ective, and decision-making support. In

addition, practitioners and students indicated the same disadvantages: learning

curve, tool support, and time consuming. Moreover, practitioners and students in-

dicated similar application context for REGAIN: large projects and early architec-

tural decisions. Overall, the ¯ndings from the interviews with practitioners con¯rm

our previous ¯ndings from [11].

3.3. RQ2 ��� REGAIN improvement opportunities

Following the content analysis, we identi¯ed the following codes for REGAIN im-

provement opportunities.

(1) Concerns prioritization — This code refers to specifying priorities for con-

cerns. Ten participants indicated this code. One of them said: \Adding in the

weights would make it even more precise. That would make it very useful, this is

extremely important to me, because in a speci¯c project weights can vary a lot."

(2) Group decisions — This code refers to using REGAIN for group architectural

decisions. Ten participants indicated this code. One of them said: \I should ¯nd a

way to do this together [with others], but that will become a mess: sitting around

one screen. Maybe you should have an online version where each ¯lls it in, then

results are pulled, you get an outcome like this, but averaged for the whole team."
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(3) Decision reuse — This code refers to reusing previous items from REGAIN

outputs (e.g. alternatives, concerns) for documenting new architectural deci-

sions. Five participants indicated this code. One of them stated: \I think it would

be easier to reuse it, because you know what kind of criteria you must take into

account when making such decisions, and di®erent projects might have few other

criteria. That way you can de¯nitely reuse it: this kind of decisions are made in

every project, every java project: what kind of UI are we using? So, some of these

alternatives would be reusable."

(4) Interpretation assistance — This code refers to o®ering guidelines for

interpreting the output of cluster analysis, so that architects can interpret the

output with the help of the REGAIN tool, without help from another person.

Five participants indicated this code. One of them stated: \perhaps there should

be some idea about what the di®erences, now it's between 64 and 70%: what does

that mean? Is that big or small? This can help the reader: if it's less than 10% it's

quite similar. Now, it doesn't say anything to me now."

(5) Con¯dence factors for ratings — This code refers to indicating con¯dence

factors to ratings, which would express the architect's level of con¯dence in each

assigned rating (e.g. if the architect has a vague idea that a certain alternative

has high popularity, then the architect assigns a rating and a low con¯dence

score for the rating). Capturing con¯dence factors helps the architect document

his level of knowledge about the various alternatives. In the study, four parti-

cipants indicated this code. One of them stated: \many criteria cannot be

assessed from the very beginning of a project's lifecycle; they might reveal

themselves at the testing phase. One could have a criterion and give a rating

according to estimations, but the real rating could be assigned only when there

are some test results in hand."

(6) Optional extra explanations — Two participants indicated this code, which

refers to having the possibility of adding optionally more details to explain the

meaning of some concerns or ratings. One participant said: \What I meant was

adding a bit more explanations about what the two poles mean. Clicking on text

gives more explanations. Maybe give the user an option so that when scoring, to

type why he chose that number. I would like that purely optional, so that people

don't need to type a lot. Sometimes, some decisions need to be elaborated more."

(7) Sensitivity analysis — This code refers to the possibility of analyzing the

impact on REGAIN output when changing ratings for a certain concern. Two

participants indicated this code. One of them said: \You should do something on

price. What is the in°uence on the concern? Some price sensitivity thing would be

useful."

(8) More types of rating scales — One participant indicated the need to have

more types of rating scales, depending on the nature of the concerns.

(9) Decision dependency — One participant indicated the need to consider

dependencies among architectural decisions, which refers to o®ering support for

the analysis of not only one architectural decision, but for analyzing sets of
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decisions that depend on each other (e.g. choice of web framework and operating

system).

3.4. Discussion

Our two previous studies with students [11, 12] indicated that REGAIN helps reduce

architectural knowledge vaporization. The next step was to investigate the industrial

applicability of REGAIN, with the goal of obtaining feedback from practitioners. We

formulated research questions on advantages/disadvantages and improvement

opportunities for REGAIN, and conducted an interview study to answer the research

questions.

The interview study brings empirical evidence on the advantages and dis-

advantages that practitioners can expect when using REGAIN to make and capture

architectural decisions. The results indicate that REGAIN is a systematic approach

that o®ers practitioners important advantages: decision-making support, documen-

tation of decision rationale, and reasoning support. However, REGAIN has some

disadvantages: insu±cient tool support, subjectivity and required e®ort. Still, insuf-

¯cient tool support seems to be the most important disadvantage, since ¯ve practi-

tioners indicated it in the study. Another disadvantage, subjectivity (indicated by

three practitioners) is a minor disadvantage as it a®ects only partially the future reuse

of captured decisions, since subjective concerns might be less applicable across mul-

tiple architects. The e®ort disadvantage is the expected cost for using any systematic

approach. Furthermore, this study shows improvement opportunities for REGAIN,

that reduce the disadvantages, and further help practitioners in their activities.

An interesting result is that this study indicates similarity between feedback from

students [11, 12] and feedback from practitioners. The similarity suggests that stu-

dents might be an acceptable proxy for practitioners, in the sense that results from

empirical evaluations with students might be applicable to practitioners. Following

this study, we agree with Tichy's perspective that students di®er marginally from

practitioners, except for knowledge of domain-speci¯c areas, large scale systems, and

organizations [23]. Tichy's perspective encourages broader usage of students in em-

pirical evaluations, which makes much sense for the software architecture commu-

nity, because studies with industry architects are very di±cult to conduct, due to

architects' busy schedules. If more researchers con¯rm the applicability of results

from studies with students to practitioners, within the limits indicated by Tichy,

then the software architecture community will be able to produce results with high

statistical signi¯cance, by getting access to more study participants (i.e. students,

instead of practitioners).

The following research directions emerge from this study. First, we identi¯ed

improvements to REGAIN, such as concerns prioritization, group decisions, support

for decision reuse, and addressing decision dependencies. Since concerns prioritiza-

tion was the most demanded improvement (see Sec. 3.3) by practitioners, we present

our e®orts to add this improvement in Sec. 4. We will address the other
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improvements in future work. Finally, insu±cient tool support was the most men-

tioned disadvantage of REGAIN (see Sec. 3.2.2), therefore we implemented user-

friendly, open source tool support for REGAIN, which we discuss in Sec. 4.5.1.

4. Phase 3 ��� Investigate Prioritization Approaches

Architects indicated the need to prioritize concerns for REGAIN, as presented in

Sec. 3. Furthermore, priorities of concerns are part of architectural knowledge. For

example, if the priority of security is higher than the priority of performance, then

this di®erence in priorities explains why a more secure, but slower alternative for a

database system was selected. If these priorities are not captured, then such archi-

tectural knowledge is lost, resulting in higher evolution costs. Therefore, it is of

paramount importance to capture priorities of concerns in the REGAIN approach.

To identify previous work on prioritization of concerns for REGAIN, we surveyed

existing literature on the Repertory Grid technique. We found that some Repertory

Grid tools include features to capture priorities of concerns [22, 24]. Shaw and

McKnight describe a basic prioritization approach: ranking concerns from one to ten

based on their importance [25]. We could not identify any other study on prioriti-

zation approaches for the Repertory Grid technique, in particular for prioritizing

concerns for architectural decisions.

We chose to investigate prioritization approaches that are already established and

accepted in the software architecture community. In Sec. 6, we mention other

available prioritization approaches (i.e. ordinal scale approaches) that we considered,

but decided not to use with REGAIN. A recent survey on architectural decision-

making techniques [26] indicates that two techniques [27, 28] (one of which is CBAM

[27]) use the hundred-dollar approach for prioritization, while three other decision-

making techniques [29–31] use the pairwise-comparisons approach. In addition, other

researchers also use pairwise-comparisons for prioritization in architectural decision-

making [32]. Since these two approaches are already established and accepted in the

software architecture community, we started to investigate which of them to use

with REGAIN.

The hundred-dollar approach requires decision makers to assign a value between 0

and 100 to items that need to be prioritized, so that the sum of all values is 100. The

pairwise-comparisons approach (or analytic hierarchy process) requires decision

makers to compare all possible pairs of concerns. This helps identify prioritization

inconsistencies (e.g. A is more important than B, B is more important than C, but A

is as important as C) [33]. Since the hundred-dollar and pairwise-comparisons

approaches are already used by other architectural decision-making techniques, this

indicates that these two prioritization approaches are familiar and e®ective to

architects, at least to some extent. So, we considered using one of them for improving

the REGAIN approach, and we set out to ¯nd which one to select.

No study compares the hundred-dollar and pairwise-comparisons approaches for

making architectural decisions, so we did not know which one to use with REGAIN.
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For choosing between the two prioritization approaches, we considered several fac-

tors. First, the performance (in terms of time) of a prioritization approach is im-

portant, because architects have busy schedules and they prefer prioritization

approaches that take less time. Second, the perception of architects (e.g. learnability)

about a prioritization approach in°uences their decision to use or not to use the

approach. Third, architects want to capture accurate priorities, which re°ect their

perspectives. To summarize: The objective of the study in Phase 3 is to analyze the

hundred-dollar and pairwise comparisons approaches for the purpose of comparison

with respect to their performance, users' perception, and impact on REGAIN anal-

ysis output, from the viewpoint of architects, in the context of deciding which pri-

oritization approach to add to the REGAIN approach. To achieve this research

objective, we performed an experiment with the two prioritization approaches.

Next, we describe participants in the experiment, experimental materials, tasks

performed by participants, hypotheses, experimental parameters, design, as well as

the results of the experiment.

4.1. Participants

Participants in the experiment were graduate students who took the Software Ar-

chitecture course at the University of Groningen in the Netherlands. As part of the

course, students worked in groups of six over a period of ten weeks to architect a

home automation system that would interact with the Smart Grid to trade electrical

power, and manage energy consumption of home appliances. For the experiment, we

prepared tasks for which students had enough training, to eliminate the need for

professionals-only knowledge. Tichy argues that computer science graduate students

di®er marginally from professionals, in the sense that professionals might be more

knowledgeable of domain-speci¯c areas, large scale systems, and organizations [23].

Therefore, if a study does not require such extra knowledge from graduate students,

then study results are applicable to professionals. Thus, we minimized knowledge

requirements about domain-speci¯c areas, large systems and organizations, to make

our study results applicable to professionals.

We addressed the ethical aspects of conducting the experiment as part of a course

[34] by using a checklist for integrating research and teaching goals [35, 36]:

(1) Ensure adequate integration of the study into the course topics — The

software architecture course stressed the importance of architectural decisions.

During the experiment, students learnt about using the REGAIN approach to

capture architectural decisions.

(2) Integrate the study timeline with the course schedule — The course

schedule included an optional seminar session in week four, in which we con-

ducted our experiment. In week four, students already had made a few archi-

tectural decisions for their course project. However, they had to make and

capture more architectural decisions. Thus, they could bene¯t from REGAIN in

their course project.
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(3) Obtain subjects' permission for their participation in the study — We

announced the optional seminar session at the beginning of the course. We in-

formed students that the seminar would address advanced software architecture

topics. By showing up for the study, students indicated implicitly their consent

to participate in the study. We speci¯ed clearly that participation or perfor-

mance in the seminar had no impact on grades.

(4) Plan follow-up activities— To increase the educational value for students, we

scheduled debrie¯ng sessions with groups of participants, within three weeks

after the study. We prepared individual packages, so that students could see

their own results. In each half-hour debrie¯ng session, we presented the study

details, preliminary results, and we answered questions from students.

Of the 36 graduate students enrolled in the software architecture course, 30

participated voluntarily in our experiment. 23 participants were Dutch, two Indo-

nesian, one Icelander, one Indian, one German, and one Chinese. All participants had

bachelor's degrees, in computer science or informatics (20), industrial engineering

management (8), industrial automation (1) or Mathematics (1). Participants had an

average of 3.6 years (standard deviation of 2.2) of practical experience in software

development, and an average of 1.2 years (standard deviation of 1.3) in software

architecture.

4.2. Experimental materials and tasks

We prepared the following experimental materials, which are available online at [37].

(1) Instruction about how to perform experimental tasks, including examples.

(2) Two grids that described two architectural decisions that students had to make

for their course project: choice of user-interface and choice of storage. The grids

included decision topics, decision alternatives and concerns for each of the two

topics, so that participants would not have to use the whole REGAIN approach

during the experiment, due to time constraints. We derived decision topics,

decision alternatives and concerns for the two grids from project reports from

previous years. Table 6 in the Appendix section shows the grid for the user-

interface architectural decisions.

(3) Four prioritization forms: two types of prioritization forms for both grids. For

the hundred-dollar approach, participants had to ¯ll out amounts for each

concern in a grid, depending on their perceived importance, with the constraint

that sum is 100. For pairwise-comparisons, participants had to ¯ll out compar-

isons among all pairs of concerns (e.g. moderately more, extremely less impor-

tant). Both types of forms also asked participants to ¯ll in the time when they

started the prioritization task and when they completed it.

(4) A post-questionnaire on the background of participants, questions about how

participants perceived each prioritization approach, and a section for general

feedback on the experiment.
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Figure 4 shows the steps for executing the experiment, which took place in one

session. All students gathered in the same room. In the ¯rst step, we presented the

plan for the session, we gave a brief introduction on the key concepts for the session,

and an overview of tasks to be performed by the students. In step 2, half of the

participants went to a di®erent room, accompanied by one research assistant. In

step 3, all participants rated alternatives against concerns for the two architectural

decisions, from their personal perspectives, using their knowledge on their project. In

steps 4 and 5, participants prioritized concerns for both decisions with the hundred-

dollar and pairwise comparisons approaches. We collected the paper forms for step 4,

before handing over the forms needed for step 5. In the ¯nal step, participants ¯lled

in the post-questionnaire.

Throughout the session, we encouraged participants to ask for clari¯cations about

their tasks. Furthermore, we placed no time restriction on tasks. This ensured that

participants understood their tasks and were comfortable with their tasks.

4.3. Hypotheses and Variables

We present the hypotheses on the prioritization approaches, regarding their impact

on performance, users' perceptions, and REGAIN output.

4.3.1. Performance

We consider two dimensions for evaluating performance of prioritization techniques:

required time to perform prioritization using an approach, and scalability of the

approach. Scalability concerns the variation of required time for a prioritization

approach with the number of concerns to be prioritized. We de¯ne the following

scalability ratio metric to measure scalability.

rs ¼ ta
tb

� b

a
ð1Þ

6. Participants fill in post-questionnaire 

5. Participants prioritize concerns for both decisions
Group 1 uses hundred-dollar approach Group 2 uses pairwise comparisons approach

4. Participants prioritize concerns for both decisions
Group 1 uses pairwise comparisons approach Group 2 uses hundred-dollar approach

3. Participants rate grids for user-interface and storage decisions

2. Split participants
Group 1 stays in the room Group 2 goes to another room

1. Introduction

Fig. 4. The experimental process had some di®erent steps for Group 1 (left) and Group 2 (right).
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For this metric, a and b are the number of prioritized concerns, and a is smaller

than b. A participant needs a time period ta to prioritize a concerns and a time period

of tb to prioritize b concerns. rs indicates the variation of the time required to pri-

oritize concerns when the number of concerns increases. For example, if rs equals 1,

then doubling the number of concerns means that at least twice as much time is

needed to prioritize them (linear scalability). If rs is smaller than 1, rs indicates

negative scalability. If rs is larger than 1, then doubling the number of concerns needs

at least less than half the time (positive scalability).

To evaluate the performance of the hundred-dollar and pairwise comparisons

approaches, we test the following null hypotheses.

Ha0: Participants need the same amount of time for prioritization.

Hb0: The hundred-dollar and pairwise comparisons approaches have the same

scalability ratios.

4.3.2. Users' perceptions

We operationalize users' perceptions in terms of ease of use, ease to learn and at-

tractiveness of a prioritization approach. The post-questionnaire and the results are

presented in the analysis section, in Table 3. We test the following null hypotheses

for users' perceptions.

Hc0: Participants perceive the hundred-dollar ($100) as equally easy to use com-

pared to the pairwise comparisons (PWC) approach.

Hd0: Participants perceive the hundred-dollar ($100) as equally easy to learn com-

pared to the pairwise comparisons (PWC) approach.

He0: Participants perceive the hundred-dollar ($100) as equally attractive compared

to the pairwise comparisons (PWC) approach.

4.3.3. REGAIN output

Priorities of concerns in°uence REGAIN output, which is the result of cluster

analysis on the grid with the architectural decision. Figure 5 shows an example of

the impact of prioritization approaches on the REGAIN output. The example uses

two grids with identical decision alternatives (A1 to A5), concerns ((C1, -C1) to

(C4, -C4)) and ratings. However, the concerns in the two grids have di®erent

priorities. All concerns in the left grid have a priority of 10. In contrast, the con-

cerns in the right grid have various priorities (i.e. 10, 15, 30, and 45). In Fig. 5, the

lower triangular matrix shows percentages of similarities among decision alter-

natives A1 to A5 (left grid), as calculated by the WebGrid tool. The upper tri-

angular matrix shows percentages of similarities among A1 to A5 for the right grid.

For example, the similarity between A2 and A3 is 68.8 for the left grid, and 76.2 for

the right grid.
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We compare clusters based on the distance between the similarity matrices from

which the clusters are derived. The distance between the similarity matrices is cal-

culated as follows:

DistanceSP;PWC ¼
XN

i¼1

Xi

j¼1

��SPi;j � PWCi;j

�� ð2Þ

In Eq. (2), N is the number of alternatives. SP is the similarity matrix of alter-

natives, calculated assuming that all concerns have the same priority. PWC is the

similarity matrix of alternatives, calculated with the priorities obtained from using

the pairwise comparisons approach. Using the above metric, we de¯ne the following

hypothesis.

Hf0: DistanceSP;PWC ¼ DistanceSP;$100 ¼ Distance$100;PWC

Hf1: DistanceSP;PWC <> DistanceSP;$100 <> Distance$100;PWC <> DistanceSP;PWC

4.3.4. Summary

Overall, in this experiment we investigate how prioritization approaches in°uence

performance, users' perceptions, and REGAIN output. We summarize the inde-

pendent and dependent variables in Table 2. The ¯rst column shows variables and

corresponding hypotheses. The last column shows how the hypotheses will be tested.

Table 2. Independent and dependent variables.

Variable Hypothesis Type Scale Unit Range Testing procedure

Prioritization

approach

NA Independent Nominal NA PWC, $100 NA

Needed time Ha Dependent Ratio Seconds > 0 Mann-Whitney test

Scalability Hb Dependent Interval NA > 0 Mann-Whitney test
Ease to use Hc Dependent Nominal NA PWC, $100 Binomial test

Ease to learn Hd Dependent Nominal NA PWC, $100 Binomial test

Attractiveness He Dependent Nominal NA PWC, $100 Binomial test
Distance between sim-

ilarity matrices

Hf Dependent Ratio Percent >¼ 0 Kruskal-Wallis,

Mann-Whitney

tests

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
A1 46.2 55 45 56.2
A2 56.2 76.2 46.2 42.5
A3 62.5 68.8 45 56.2
A4 37.5 43.8 25 21.2
A5 43.8 50 56.2 31.2

Same priorities Different priorities

Fig. 5. Percentages of similarities between pairs of alternatives vary by modifying priorities of concerns.
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4.4. Experiment design and results

This experiment used a randomized, paired comparison design, with one factor and

two treatments [38]. The factor was the prioritization approach. Treatments were

the hundred-dollar and pairwise-comparisons approaches. Since each subject used

both prioritization approaches, the order e®ect was a validity threat, as results might

be confounded by using one prioritization approach before the other. Also, partici-

pants might experience fatigue or boredom after using an approach. Therefore, we

used counterbalancing in our design, by randomly assigning participants to two

similar groups. The two groups used the prioritization approaches in di®erent orders,

as shown in Fig. 4: participants in Group 1 used pairwise-comparisons, and after-

wards they used the hundred-dollar approach. However, participants in Group 2

used the approaches in the reverse order.

To increase validity, we exclude data points from subjects who have a consistency

ratio larger than 20% in the pairwise comparisons approach. The rationale is that

such data points indicate inconsistencies in the pairwise comparisons (e.g. an in-

consistency exists if x is more important than y, y more important than z, but z is

more important than x) [39].

4.4.1. Results on performance

Regarding required time, the histograms in Fig. 6 present the frequency of time

intervals needed by participants to apply each prioritization approach, for both

decisions. We note that the user-interface decision (left side) had a maximum time of

around ¯ve minutes, while the storage decision (right side) had a maximum time of

around eleven minutes. Furthermore, the histograms indicate the distribution of the

time intervals. For example, the leftmost histogram indicates that most participants

(i.e. eleven) needed between 33 and 66 seconds to prioritize concerns for the user-

interface decision using the hundred-dollar approach.

Fig. 6. Histograms with required time (in seconds) to complete prioritization for the user-interface (left)

and storage (right) decisions using the two prioritization approaches ($100 and PWC).
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We use the Mann-Whitney U Test to test the null hypothesis that both

approaches need the same amount of time (Ha0) for both decisions. The p-value for

both tests is 0.000, so we reject the null hypothesis and we accept the alternative

hypothesis that the required time for $100 di®ers from the required time for PWC.

Based on histograms in Fig. 6, we conclude that PWC needs more time than $100.

Regarding scalability of the prioritization approaches, we calculate rs for the two

prioritization approaches as outlined in Eq. (1), using the amounts of time for the UI

and Storage decisions (ta and tb), which have four and eight concerns (a ¼ 4, b ¼ 8).

We remove two outliers with ratios of 6 and 18, and we display boxplots of rs in

Fig. 7. Most ratios for the hundred-dollar test indicate positive scalability, while

ratios for pairwise-comparisons indicate negative scalability.

To gain more detailed insights into these ¯ndings and to check for neutral scal-

ability, we used the Mann-Whitney U test. However, neither hundred-dollar test, nor

pairwise comparisons scale neutrally (p ¼ 0:043 and p ¼ 0:00). Therefore, we accept

the alternative hypotheses: hundred-dollar test scales positively, and the pairwise-

comparisons approach scales negatively.

4.4.2. Results on users' perceptions

Table 3 lists questions from the post-questionnaire related to the perception of users,

including the frequency of answers to each of these questions. Answers were either

$100 or PWC. To test the hypotheses in Table 3, we ran binomial tests on the

numbers for $100 and PWC. We obtained the p-values in the last column in Table 3.

Since all p-values are smaller than 0.05, we accept the alternative hypotheses:

participants perceive the hundred-dollar test as easier to use, easier to learn and more

attractive than the pairwise comparisons approach.

Fig. 7. Boxplots with ratios of scalability (rs) for $100 and PWC prioritization approaches.
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4.4.3. Results on REGAIN output

The boxplots in Fig. 8 summarize the data for the 18 valid data points, for the UI and

storage decisions. The vertical axis represents the city block distances among each

pair of prioritization approaches.

The Kruskal-Wallis test for the UI decision indicates a statistically signi¯cant

di®erence between distances (Hð2Þ ¼ 13:635, p ¼ 0:001), with a mean rank of 38.64

for SP-PWC, 22.75 for $100-PWC, and 21.11 for SP-$100. Therefore, we reject the

null hypothesis that distances between similarity matrices are equal (Hf0). Repeated

Mann-Whitney tests indicate di®erences between SP-PWC vs. $100-PWC

(p ¼ 0:006), and SP-PWC vs. SP-$100 (p ¼ 0:000), but no di®erence between $100-

PWC vs. SP-$100 (p ¼ 0:962).

For the storage decision, the Kruskal-Wallis test indicates a statistically signi¯-

cant di®erence between the distances (Hð2Þ ¼ 16:395, p ¼ 0:000), with a mean rank

Table 3. Number of answers in the post-questionnaire.

Hypothesis Post-questionnaire item $100 PWC p-value

Ease to use Which of the two approaches

was easier to use?

23 7 0.003

Ease to learn Which of the two approaches

was easier to learn?

22 7 0.008

Attractiveness Which of the two approaches

was more fun to use?

28 2 < 0.01

Attractiveness If choosing between the two
approaches, which would

you prefer to use in your

decision making?

24 6 < 0.01

Fig. 8. Distances between similarity matrices for the $100, PWC, and same priorities (SP) approaches for

the two decisions.
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of 23.82 for SP-$100, 41.53 for SP-PWC, and 21.66 for $100-PWC. Repeated Mann-

Whitney tests indicate di®erences between SP-$100 vs. SP-PWC (p ¼ 0:002), and

SP-PWC vs. $100-PWC (p ¼ 0:000). No di®erence exists between SP-$100 vs.

$100-PWC (p ¼ 0:815).

This suggests that $100 o®ers a compromise between using SP and PWC. Dif-

ferent prioritization approaches produce priority values which impact the hierar-

chical clusters. To evaluate the impact, we compared similarity matrices for grids

that use same priorities, pairwise-comparisons, and hundred-dollar prioritization

approaches. SP and PWC result in most di®erent matrices. The distance between

matrices from using $100 and SP does not di®er from the distance between matrices

from using $100 and PWC.

4.5. Discussion

Results from the interview study with practitioners (in Sec. 3) indicated the need to

prioritize concerns for the initial REGAIN approach. Also, concerns' priorities are

part of architectural knowledge, and implicit priorities increase the risk of archi-

tectural knowledge vaporization. Hundred-dollar and pairwise-comparisons are

already used in other decision-making approaches [26]. Therefore, we conducted an

experiment to compare the hundred-dollar and pairwise-comparisons approaches, to

understand which prioritization approach to add to REGAIN.

In the experiment, we investigated performance, users' perceptions, and impact

on REGAIN output of the two approaches. On performance, we found out that the

hundred-dollar test needs less time than the pairwise-comparisons, and that the

hundred-dollar scales better than the pairwise-comparisons approach. Users per-

ceived the hundred-dollar as more attractive, easier to use and to learn than pairwise-

comparisons. Finally, we found that prioritization approaches in°uence REGAIN

output, and that the hundred-dollar approach o®ers a middle ground between the

pairwise-comparisons approach and using same priorities for all concerns.

The results on performance and users' perceptions can be explained by the steps of

the two approaches. Pairwise-comparisons requires comparisons among each possible

pair of concerns, so it has an Oðn2Þ order of complexity. In contrast, hundred-dollar

requires direct indication of priorities. Therefore, if a person has a clear idea about

priorities of concerns involved in an architectural decision, then the hundred-dollar

approach captures priorities more e±ciently than pairwise-comparisons, which also

in°uences users' perceptions. However, if a person does not have a clear idea about

the priorities, then pairwise-comparisons might be more e±cient, because it o®ers

smaller steps than the hundred-dollar approach. In such situation, the small steps

of the pairwise-comparisons approach might provide more value than the hundred-

dollar approach.

Following this experiment, we recommend practitioners with little experience in

capturing concerns' priorities for their decisions to use the hundred-dollar approach,

because ¯rst-time users' perceptions favor it over the pairwise-comparisons
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approach. Also, we recommend practitioners who have a clear idea of the concerns'

priorities to use the hundred-dollar approach, because of its better performance.

However, we recommend that practitioners who need help clarifying priorities to use

the pairwise-comparisons approach, because it o®ers smaller steps and a consistency

ratio.

In practice, the number of items (i.e. concerns) to be prioritized can be larger than

the number of items we used in this experiment. This raises questions on the scal-

ability of the hundred-dollar approach for many items to be prioritized. For example,

Regnell et al. [40] present a study with practitioners who prioritized 58 items. In

addition, Berander and J€onsson [41] mention that prioritizing 200 items happens in

practice. To cope with the large number of items, researchers propose two approa-

ches. The ¯rst approach is to increase the number of points (or dollars), such as using

$100,000 for prioritizing the 58 items in [40]. The second approach is to de¯ne various

levels of abstraction that enable high-level items to be re¯ned into more detailed

items, thus creating hierarchies of items in which the hundred-dollar prioritization

takes place at each level of the hierarchy. This extension of the hundred-dollar

approach is called hierarchical cumulative voting. Berander and J€onsson [41] present

hierarchical cumulative voting in detail. Thus, according to [40, 41], the hundred-

dollar approach scales better than the pairwise-comparisons approach even for large

number of items to be prioritized.

There are tradeo®s for choosing which prioritization approach to add to the

REGAIN approach. Although the hundred-dollar approach has better performance

and users' perceptions, the hundred-dollar approach does not address potential

prioritization judgment errors, as it does not help identify prioritization incon-

sistencies. This means that the hundred-dollar approach might be less reliable than

the pairwise-comparisons approach. However, the experiment results on REGAIN

output suggest that the hundred-dollar approach o®ers results similar to the results

from the pairwise-comparisons approach, which indicates the reliability issue is not

critical. Therefore, we consider that the hundred-dollar approach o®ers a good

tradeo® for REGAIN concerns' prioritization.

These ¯ndings are in line with results from the requirements engineering domain.

Karlsson et al. found out that the pairwise-comparisons approach is the most

trustworthy out of six prioritization approaches, because of its inclusion of a con-

sistency check, which is critical in addressing potential human judgmental errors

[42]. Berander and Svahnberg noticed that requirements engineers might prefer the

hundred-dollar approach over the pairwise-comparisons approach, because the for-

mer is more straightforward [43].

The ¯ndings from this experiment are important for several reasons. First, we

obtained empirical evidence for the comparison between the hundred-dollar and

pairwise-comparisons approaches. The evidence increases our understanding of pri-

oritization approaches for architectural decisions, and removes speculations on the

characteristics of the two approaches. Second, since REGAIN is based on the

Repertory Grid technique, this experiment encourages other researchers to add a
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concerns prioritization step when using the Repertory Grid technique for empirical

software engineering research (e.g. such as future studies, similar to the Repertory

Grid studies in [44]). Third, some results of this study (¯ndings on performance and

users' perceptions) can be reused for other architectural decision-making techniques

that use the hundred-dollar and pairwise-comparisons approaches [26]. Fourth,

based on the experiment results, we add a step with the hundred-dollar approach to

the initial REGAIN approach and to its tool support, so that architects can prioritize

concerns for their decisions.

4.5.1. Tool support for REGAIN

From the industry study with practitioners (in Sec. 3), we learnt that practitioners

need tool support for the REGAIN approach, to help architects capture and make

architectural decisions. Following the experiment in Sec. 4, we decided that

REGAIN tool support should use the hundred-dollar prioritization approach, in-

stead of the pairwise comparisons approach.

We decided to implement a new architectural knowledge tool, rather than reuse

an existing one for the following reasons. First, tools for architectural decisions do

not include support for capturing decisions with the Repertory Grid technique, so we

could not use them with REGAIN. Second, tools for the Repertory Grid technique

are intended for generic applications of the Repertory Grid technique, instead of

speci¯c application for capturing and making architectural decisions. Third, the

feedback from practitioners indicated the need for more user-friendly tool support,

compared to the Repertory Grid tool that we used during the interview study.

We implemented an open-source, web-based tool for REGAIN. The tool is

deployed at www.repertorygridtool.com. As of August 2013, the tool has 470

Fig. 9. Six screenshots from the tool with the REGAIN steps and results of cluster analysis.
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registered users. The source code of the tool is available at https://github.com/

danrg/RGT-tool.

Compatibility, usability, and security were key drivers for the architecture of the

REGAIN tool, which is compatible with the recent versions of all major browsers:

Internet Explorer, Chrome, and Firefox. Also, the tool uses the jQuery and jQuery UI

libraries, for a friendly user-interface and cross-browser compatibility. The Django

framework o®ers multiple security features, such as protection against SQL injections.

Figure 9 shows six screenshots from using the REGAIN tool for capturing an

architectural decision we made when choosing the programming language for the

REGAIN tool. The screenshots show the steps from the wizard for capturing the

decision topic as grid name (1), alternatives (2), concerns (3), prioritization of con-

cerns (4), rating (5), and cluster analysis of the grid (6). In Fig. 10 in the Appendix

section, we present a usability feature of the tool for prioritization of concerns.

5. Validity Threats

We discuss internal, construct, conclusion, and external validity threats validity

threats for the interview study in Sec. 3 and the experiment in Sec. 4, using the

recommendations from Jedlitschka et al. [45].

5.1. Interview study validity threats

Internal validity refers to causality relationships, which are not applicable for this

study, since we do not try to establish a causality relationship.

Construct validity refers to the generalization of study results to the theory

behind the study [46]. Construct validity threats may originate from how the study

design re°ects the studied constructs (e.g. advantages and disadvantages of the

REGAIN approach) [46]. To avoid such threats, we allocated enough time to explain

the REGAIN approach to the practitioners. We used it on a toy example to make

sure that practitioners understood the approach. Also, we selected practitioners who

took architectural decisions in the industry, to ensure that they could provide rele-

vant feedback. Moreover, we avoided using a single type of measures (the post-

questionnaire), by also using semi-structured interviews, so that practitioners could

elaborate on their perspectives.

Another source of construct validity threats is the behavior of the participants

and researchers [46]. For example, some participants might change their behavior

during a study. We used recommendations from [47] on creating a non-judgmental

and comfortable atmosphere during the interviews, so that participants would not

change their behavior. Still, researchers might in°uence subconsciously study results

because of their own expectations, which might change researchers' behavior (e.g.

extra enthusiasm) [46]. To mitigate this problem, we asked another researcher to

conduct the sessions with the architects. This additional researcher was not involved

in the previous studies on the REGAIN approach, and had no interest in obtaining

either positive or negative feedback on the approach.
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Conclusion validity refers to accuracy issues of study conclusions, deriving

from statistical and measurement issues [46]. In this study, we used descriptive

statistics. Thus, we did not run into issues on low statistical power. Regarding

measurement, we used a post-questionnaire validated in a previous study, to ensure

reliability of measures, and we used a non-parametric statistical test, which has

broader assumptions on the distribution of the data, compared to parametric sta-

tistical tests. Furthermore, two researchers were involved in the content analysis of

the interviews transcriptions, who agreed on the data interpretation.

External validity refers to the ability of generalizing the study results to in-

dustrial practice [46]. To address this validity threat, we recruited architects who

worked in a wide variety of domains (see Table 5). Also, the architects used the

REGAIN approach on real-world architectural decisions from their industrial

practice. To further generalize the results, we needed to make sure that enough

architects participated in the study. Unfortunately, architects have busy schedules

and limited time to participate in studies, which lead to di±culties in recruiting

architects for this study. However, we reached data saturation from the sessions with

the sixteen architects, in the sense that the last two session brought no extra insights

compared to the previous sessions.

5.2. Experiment validity threats

We addressed internal validity threats as follows. To avoid the instrumentation

validity threat, we piloted the experiment on three persons with software archi-

tecting background. We used their feedback to improve the quality of the experi-

mental package. For example, we increased the readability of the paper forms.

Another instrumentation validity threat is the use of self-reporting for time needed

by participants for the prioritization tasks. We addressed it by reminding partici-

pants to record the start and end time for each task during the experiment. Social

threats like demoralization of participants in°uence negatively study results. To

avoid that, we made sure that participants received enough directions for the tasks.

Furthermore, we asked participants to rate some statements about the session.

Results are summarized in Table 4. Overall, subjects considered that directions were

clear and they had clear ideas about their tasks. Most subjects were neutral or

positive on enjoying the session. We consider these results suggest a good level of

Table 4. Number of session-related answers in the post-questionnaire.

Statement

Strongly

disagree Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly

agree

The directions for the exercise were clear 1 ��� 1 20 8

I had a clear idea on what I had to do

in the exercise

��� 1 2 20 7

I enjoyed doing the exercise 1 2 12 11 4
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subjects' participation and engagement in the exercise, with a positive impact on the

internal validity of the experiment.

We addressed the mortality validity threat by integrating the study with the

software architecture course, so that subjects joined it voluntarily for the educational

value. No participant dropped out from the experiment, although we had a few cases

of incomplete data. To avoid selection threats, we randomized the distribution of

participants to the two groups. Furthermore, we checked that subjects have similar

background on decision-making, e.g. exclude persons with background on prioriti-

zation approaches or the repertory grid technique.

We addressed construct validity by de¯ning concrete metrics for oper-

ationalizing constructs in our experiment, such as the scalability ratio. Another risk

was treatments interaction, because each participant used two prioritization

approaches. We addressed it partially by randomly assigning participants to two

groups that received the treatments in di®erent orders. Social threats for construct

validity refer to the altered behavior of subjects when participating in an experiment.

We reduced social threats by integrating the study with the course, and eliminating

any impact on participants' grades. Additionally, participants did not know our

hypotheses, which could have altered their behavior.

We addressed conclusion validity by using non-parametric tests, which make

fewer assumptions about the distribution of data, such as Mann-Whitney. However,

this experiment included around 30 data points, which may negatively impact the

statistical power of tests. Furthermore, subjective measures such as perceptions (e.g.

ease to use) tend to be less reliable than objective ones (e.g. time). Thus, we piloted

the post-questionnaire to ensure that participants understand the items in the

post-questionnaire.

We addressed external validity threats by ensuring that the experimental

tasks did not require a speci¯c level of software architecture experience, and no

professional-only knowledge was needed for the experimental tasks. Furthermore,

the participants had some practical experience in software development (average of

3.6 years) and software architecture (average of 1.2 years). Kitchenham et al. regard

students as relatively close to the population of interest, because they are the next

generation of software professionals [48]. Finally, increasing commitment level of

participants in a study bene¯ts applicability of study results to professionals [34],

Since we integrated the experiment timeline with the course schedule, participants in

this experiment had a high commitment level. Therefore, we consider the results of

the experiments are applicable to software architects of various levels of practical

experience.

6. Related Work

The main bene¯t of REGAIN is reducing the vaporization of architectural knowl-

edge, through capturing (or acquisition) of architectural knowledge. REGAIN is

based on the Repertory Grid technique, which has been used successfully for the
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acquisition of other types of design knowledge outside the software domain. Boose

et al. [49] used the Repertory Grid technique to capture design knowledge for dif-

ferent types of products from the Boeing company. Hassenzahl and Wessler [50] used

the technique to capture design knowledge of industrial products at the Siemens

company. Overall these studies indicate the value of the Repertory Grid technique

for capturing design knowledge, because the technique encourages capturing the

personal perspectives of the designers, and such perspectives are a very important

part of design knowledge.

Software architecture related applications of the Repertory Grid technique in-

clude the following studies. De Boer and van Vliet [51] used the Repertory Grid

technique to compare the mental models of auditors about existing documentation

against the semantic structure of the documentation. This was to discovery archi-

tectural knowledge in documentation. Shaw and Gaines [52] argue for closer col-

laboration between the knowledge engineering and software engineering community.

Therefore, they present the Repertory Grid technique that helps capturing knowl-

edge on requirements [52]. Niu and Easterbrook [53] use the Repertory Grid tech-

nique to capture the knowledge of stakeholders about requirements, and to clarify

inconsistencies in how stakeholders use terminology for stating requirements.

Decision-making applications of the Repertory Grid technique include the fol-

lowing studies. Boose [54] presents decision support tools that are based on the

Repertory Grid technique, with applicability in various domains. Scheubrein and

Zionts [55] propose a decision-making approach based on the Repertory Grid tech-

nique, with tool support in the form of an Excel spreadsheet. Castro-Schez et al. [56]

propose an extension of the Repertory Grid technique for decision-making support

for managers.

There is much interest from the software architecture community in architectural

decision-making and capturing techniques. Falessi et al. [26] indicate three main

types of techniques for decision-making:

(1) Naturalistic decision making (or keeping the ¯rst available alternative)

(2) Selecting among a ¯nite number of alternatives (or multi-attribute techniques

for decision-making)

(3) Selecting among an in¯nite amount of alternatives (covered by optimization

research, such as multi-objective techniques for decision-making)

In practice, the most common type of techniques is selecting among a ¯nite

number of alternatives [26]. Falessi et al. [26] compare ¯fteen such architectural

decision-making techniques (e.g. CBAM [27], ISO 9126), and notice that each

technique involves tradeo®s, as there is no perfect technique. Techniques for cap-

turing architectural decisions include decision views [3, 5], templates [4], and tools

(e.g. [6]). Tang et al. compare ¯ve tools for capturing architectural decisions (e.g.

Archium, PAKME) [57].
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Prioritization approaches received much attention in the software engineering

community, since practitioners need to prioritize concerns, stakeholders, features,

and requirements. Prioritization approaches can be grouped in ordinal scale and

ratio scale approaches [41].

For the ordinal scale prioritization approaches, there is an order among prioritized

items (e.g. by assigning importance levels), but no arithmetic operations are possible

with the values for priorities. Such a prioritization approach is included in RFC 2119

[58], which recommends speci¯c keywords (i.e. must/should/may) for prioritization.

In addition, IEEE 830-1998 [59] recommends prioritizing by assigning one of fol-

lowing keywords: essential/conditional/desirable. The updated version of IEEE 830-

1998 is IEEE 29148-2011 [60], which recommends three types of prioritization: either

using shall/will/should/may keywords, one-to-¯ve scale, or high/medium/low key-

words.

For the ratio scale prioritization approaches, all arithmetic operations are possi-

ble, ratios among values and interval sizes are relevant. This means that values

obtained from using a ratio scale prioritization approach are more precise than values

obtained from ordinal scale prioritization approaches [41]. Pairwise-comparisons and

hundred-dollar are the most used ratio scale prioritization approaches [41].

There are important di®erences between ordinal and ratio scale prioritization

approaches, which in°uenced our choice on which type of approach to use for RE-

GAIN. Although ordinal scale approaches are standardized [58–60] and very com-

mon in practice [41], such approaches carry the risk of knowledge vaporization.

Results from previous studies [41, 42, 61] indicate that using a ratio scale approach

captures more knowledge than using an ordinal scale prioritization approach, such as

¯ne grained di®erences in the priorities. Since REGAIN aims at capturing knowledge

on architectural decisions, ratio scale approaches are better suited for REGAIN,

instead of ordinal scale prioritization approaches.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we address three problems. First, REGAIN or the Repertory Grid

Technique had not been used with practitioners to make and capture real-world

architectural decisions. Second, potential improvements of REGAIN were not

known. Third, there was insu±cient tool support for REGAIN.

To solve these problems, we conducted an interview study with 16 practitioners.

From the interview study, we found advantages, disadvantages, and improvement

opportunities for REGAIN. A critical improvement was to prioritize concerns for

REGAIN. To select a prioritization approach, we conducted an experiment with 30

graduate students in which we compared the hundred-dollar and pairwise-compar-

isons approaches.

The results of the experiment indicate that the hundred-dollar approach has

better scalability and needs less time than the pairwise-comparisons approach. Also,

users' perceptions favored the hundred-dollar approach: participants considered that
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the hundred-dollar approach was easier to use, learn and more attractive than the

pairwise-comparisons approach. Moreover, results suggest that prioritization

approaches impact REGAIN output, and that the hundred-dollar approach provides

a `middle ground' between using the same priorities and the pairwise-comparisons

approach.

Following the studies with practitioners and students, we implemented tool

support for REGAIN. Based on the results of the experiment, the tool uses the

hundred-dollar approach for concerns prioritization. The tool is open-source and uses

a permissive, business-friendly, open source software license (i.e. MIT license). The

development of the tool is ongoing and we add more features to the tool, based on the

feedback we received during the interview study and from the tool users.

In future work, we plan to add additional features to the tool support for RE-

GAIN, such as facilitating reuse of concerns based on concern-speci¯c keywords.

Also, we plan to evaluate the tool support for REGAIN to understand how much

time practitioners might save by using the tool, as well as other improvement points

for the tool. Also, we will propose a group architectural decision-making process and

tool support based on REGAIN. In addition, we will propose an ISO42010-compliant

documentation framework with viewpoints that help reuse architectural knowledge

and capture dependencies among architectural decisions.

Appendix

Phase 2 ��� Additional details

The table below shows details on the architects who participated in the study in

Sec. 3.1.

Table 5. Details on the architects who participated in the study about the industrial

applicability of REGAIN, and the captured decisions.

ID Age Years of experience

No. of captured

decisions in session Application domain of decision

1 30–35 9 2 Bioinformatics

2 25–30 1 1 Home automation

3 30–35 3 1 e-Government

4 25–30 5 2 Bioinformatics
5 35–40 8 2 Bioinformatics

6 30–35 5 2 Healthcare

7 20–25 3 1 Mobile
8 30–35 7 1 Service oriented systems

9 45–50 23 1 Logistics

10 40–45 15 2 Database design

11 45–50 22 3 Telecommunication
12 25–30 2 1 Document-oriented database

13 45–50 14 1 e-Government

14 30–35 7 1 Geographic information system

15 40–45 15 2 Statistics
16 45–50 8 1 Mobile
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In Sec. 3.1, we present the sessions that we conducted with the architects. In the

third step of the sessions, we asked architects to o®er additional feedback on

REGAIN through semi-structured interviews. We used the questions below for the

semi-structured interviews.

(1) When designing a software system, would you use such an approach to help you

with your decision making? If so, why?

(2) In the context of software architecting, what bene¯ts do you see for such an

approach, and in which activities?

(3) In the context of software architecting, what drawbacks do you see for such an

approach, and in which activities?

(4) How di±cult do you ¯nd the approach?

(a) Which parts were di±cult?

(b) Were the steps and their rational clear?

(c) What did you like or dislike about it?

(d) Do you have any suggestions for improvement?

(e) What do you think about the results of the analysis?

Phase 3 ��� Additional details

Table 6 shows below one of the decisions (on user-interface), which is part of the

experimental materials (see Sec. 4.2).

Table 6. Fixed grid with the decisions on user-interface. A rating of 1 indicates strong agreement with the
left pole, and a rating of 5 indicates strong agreement with the right pole, similar to the example in Fig. 3.

UI Decision Dedicated touchscreen

Web interface 

Mobile apps

Windows application

Ideal alternative

Concern Left pole (1) Right pole (5)

Learnability The end user needs a few days to get 
familiar with the interface

The end user needs half an hour to get 
familiar with the interface

Implementability ESH needs a team of 10 people, working 
for 6 months to implement it

ESH needs a team of 2 people, 
working for 6 months to implement it

Responsiveness The interface provides feedback to user’s 
actions anytime between 0.5-5 seconds

The interface provides feedback to 
user’s actions in less than 0.5 second

Interactivity The interface enables entering text to HPS 
with the speed of writing an SMS on a 
phone keyboard

The interface enables entering text to 
HPS with the speed of keyboard typing
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Tool support ��� Additional details

We present a usability feature (mentioned in Sec. 4.5.1) for the REGAIN tool. Tool

users can specify directly the priorities of concerns, as visible in step 4 in Fig. 9.

However, in the interview study in Sec. 3, practitioners stressed the importance of a

user-friendly tool. Therefore, we added an additional feature that helps tool users to

prioritize concerns in a visual manner, as in Fig. 10. Users can adjust the priorities by

dragging the sliders for concerns. If the slider for a concern is dragged to the right, the

tool automatically increases the priority of that concern, and decreases proportion-

ally the priorities of all other concerns, so that their total sum remains 100. The

screenshots in Fig. 10 illustrate how increasing the priority of the low cost concern

decreased the other priorities proportionally with their initial priorities.
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